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The Shadow, the Trace, the Measure and the Photograph
loana Popescu
The Museum, of the Romanian Peasant, Bucharest

Within the Romanian cultural context, one
permeated by powerful ritual-magical traditions,
projected onto contemporary everyday life and
activated by means of beliefs and patterns of
group behaviour in the rural areas, or through
certain gestures and oral remini sce nces in an
urban mili eu, the vicinity of the four terms of
the title is a direct indication of magical practices.
I feel certain that the Western reader, living
in a world which has become much more pragmatic and secular than it once used to be, needs
to be introdu ced to the basic mea nings of the
terms that are made used of in the following text
so as to refer to certain characteristic realities.
The Shadow - usually the area of darkness
caused by light being blocked by an opaque body
- will be used here to mean the dark contour of
a being or of a thing as projected onto a more luminous surfa ce. The shadow presuppo ses the
lack of light; it is therefore synonymou s with
da rkness, blackness, bleakness, imperfection,
and error.
According to Plinius' myth of the shadow,
the girl who draws the contour of the shadow engenders the first image in the world. It follows
that the shadow will be perceived exclusively as
a reflection of th e image of the human being, a

dark contour projected onto the luminous surface of the world; hence, in a symbolical interpretation, it stands for the double of the person,
for the soul as severed from the body. It can thus
be seen as an immaterial EGO, even as a hypostasis of death.
Victor Stoichita (1997) explores the meanings
of the shadow as a negative entity, or as a minimal being of the image.
In Rom ani an , shadowless (Jara umbra)
means stainless, pure, accomplished. Acting in
the shadow or from the shadow (din umbra)
means hiding things or acting surreptitiously.

Having a shadow cast on earth uselessly (a face
umbra pamintului degeaba) means being inactive, unproductive, lazy, not leaving traces behind you. Living in someone else's shadow (a trai
in umbra cuiva) means being dominated or overrated by that person. Shadow is a widely circulated word in European languages, with the recurrent meaning of ,,spirit of a dead man", or of
,,ghost". In Romanian, shadow also means trace,
a barely perceptible one, a fleeting impression,
an illusion. Traditionally, for peasant Romanian
mentality man's shadow can be stolen away and
buried in the foundation or walls of a building
being raised so that the construction may be
durable. In fa ct, since the shadow has no autonomous material existence, what is buried is
Marlor, IV - 1999, Practised Object, Interpreted Object
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the measure 0£ man 's shadow or a piece of earth
taken from the trace of the shadow. Belief has it
that he whose shadow has been stolen to be
buried thus will fall sorely ill or will die soon.
Therefore, such rituals will be most often inflicted upon a stranger, a traveller or an old man. It
goes without saying that the most frequent "object" of a ritual of this kind will be an enemy, a
Gypsy or an old man, already on the step of
death. Most 0£ the time, the tragic destiny extends to afflict th e one who makes use of the
stolen shadow as well, as divine punishment. 1
The trace is the material mark left by an object or a being on the spot where it has walked or
stood - more precisely, an impression. In Romanian, stepping on so1nebody else's traces means
inheriting that person's qualities or faults, copying his/her behaviour. When there is no trace of
something or somebody, th e perso n or thing is
completely absent, it doesn 't even exist. 2
The measure is a term used to mean the
value of a size, as determined along a thread. In
Romanian, fitting the measure (a Ji pe masura)
refers to th e size of the body, and fitting the
measure of the deed (a Ji pe miisurajaptei) refers
to a response of the sa me kind. To give one's
measure
da masura) means to show one's
gifts, efficiency, proving that one is capable of
acco mplishments, of living traces behind. Beyond measure or measureless means in excess,
unbalanced. A measured p erson is a calm , balanced person. 3
The photograph is an either positive or negative image of an object or of a being, hidimensio nal and static, captured on film or on any
other photo-sensible material. The clarity, durability and faithfulness of the image depend on
the methods and technical means used, on the
photographer's intention, on the purpose of th e
photograph and, equally, on the eventual circwnstances under which the photograph is made
use of In contemporary Romanian, I got y our

picture (te-am fotografiat) means I understand
who yo u are, you no longer have secrets for me,
I know you. On the other hand, a perfectly useless object is said to be something by the side of
which one can be taken pictures .Qnd nothing
more. You may as well have your picture taken
by the side of it (te pofi fotografia. cu el), that is
to say that thing is worthless, it can no longer
have any influence upon your world.
As a first reaction to the sight of a photograph, the peasant tries to identify the characters, to give them names, to re-work them as perso ns. In a traditional society, the value of a
photographic portrait is given by the integrity of
the referent's image; the close-up is baffling, similarly to the magic meas ure which has to be an
integer. 4 In Romanian communities, both traditional and co ntemporary urban behaviour in relation with the photograph will observe the same
rules: the photograph of a beloved one should
not be tampered with, should be carefully kep t;
in case it ca n no longer be kept, it should not be
thrown away, but only, in extreme cases, burnt.
In today ' s peasant world, the photographic
image is used for magical purposes, as a person's
double; it is sometimes sacrificed at the basis of
buildings or its eyes are pulled out, just like the
saints' eyes are pulled out of the icons - in black
magic practices.
Mention should also he made of the fact that,
in the same context, being seen equals being invested with power: God has seen y ou (te-a vazut
Dumnezeu) means that you will have a thriving
life, a happy lot. When a child is born to a peasa nt family, the midwife usually wishes the child,
,,May yo u, child, be seen" (Sa fii, pnmcule,
vazut) that is to say, May you grow to be an im-

portant man, respected by the members of the
community. Due to the function of the photographic portrait, i.e. to make one visible, the
photograph acquires a special power of influencing the subject and his/her relationship with th e
group he/ she belongs to. As a matter of fact, I
believe that every European language has its way
of express ing the same thing: as the English say,

The Shadow, the Trace, the Measure and the Photograph
for in sta nce, seeing is believing or out of sight,
out of mem01y. There is only one step from the
photograph as a substitute of th e person in its relation ship with th e world to its magi cal fun ctioning as the person's double; this step is all the
more easy to take in a medium suffused with traditional belief.

*
Out of th e four te rms explained above, the
first and th e last are the strong points, the pillars
supporting the whole syste m, and the seco nd
and third - the trace and the measure - are
fects, or contents either of the shadow or of the
photograph. The notion s of shadow and photograph seem to stand out as a post-mod ern obsession of aestheti cians and philosophers from all
over the world , while the trace and th e measure
originate mostly in traditional cultures and are
still present in conte mporary peasant beliefs and
even in urban magical mentalities. For both the
traditional peasant and the contemporary town sman, all th ese elements stand for the double of
the being or of the object. Any action afflicting
th e double will also have effects on the state of
the model. Hence, from a magical-symbolic point
of view, these bidimen sional objects, or used to
cover a bidimen sional surfa ce (the meas urethread), must be treated cautiou sly and used according to some rules establi sh ed by an orally
transmitted wisdom. Following that, a first common feature of the four elements occurs, namely that all of tl1 em have a referent and magical
functions and destinations. At the sa me time,
we should also notice that the photograph, th e
tra ce and the measure are con ce ived as testimony and memory, unlike the shadow, even though
all of them stand for th e double of th e being,
that is of a real referent.
The shadow and tl1e tra ce are fixed elements,
and the shadow exists only by the side of the object, in conjun ction with it, unlike the photograph and th e m easur e, whi ch b eco me autonomous once the double has been captured:
they have th eir own life and subsequent history.
Acco rding to Peirce's (1978) semiotic analysi s,
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icons are signs bearing a resemblance to the refe rents, while indexes are sign s that have a natural relationship of contiguity with their refe rents.
From this perspective, it follows that the photograph and the sh adow are composite signs, beca use of their dependence upon the light, which
makes th em k ee p th e res emblance with the
model, and because of the necessary relationship
of contiguity with th eir obj ects, wh ereas the
trace and the measure are pure indexes, that is,
with a limited sy mboli c signification and magical
destination.
In a sy mbolic rea ding, all th e four elements
are th e product of a nwn-sign (Pei rce, 1978) who
ha s every right on them. The man-sign is responsible for th e existence of all these forms of
the double, even though it is only for th e photograph and th e measure that one can speak of initial will, whereas the shadow and the trace come
about naturally; yet, the fa ct is that it is still the
man who makes deliberate use of th em.
Like the photograph, the trace, the shadow
and the meas ure are proofs, absolute testimonies
of immediate existence, th ere and then.
Th e photo graph and th e shadow are elements of spacing, they are signifi ca nt in both
senses of the word (they have meaning and th ey
signify) by mean s of framing in the case of the
photograph and through the measure and the
trace in the case of the shadow. It is also tru e
that the shadow and the photograph are both the
result of the play of light and transparency. Nevertheless, the shadow is immaterial, it does not
turn into an object, exce pt when it is transferred
into a meas ure or a trace. At first sight, it seems
that the the shadow has no fa ce and cannot leave
tra ces, unlik e the photograph; yet th e tra ce
taken from the shadowed earth at a certain moment, similarly with the fa ce from an old photograph, which can no longer be recognised by the
younger gene ration s, seem to refute this fir st
conclusion: the shadow can leave traces and the
photograph ca n beco me a non-face, acqu iring
thus a new role and status (the representation of
the ancestor, of the newly-wed, of the hero-sol-
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dier, of the wealthy man, etc.) or a mysterious
quality, with additional magical powers.
The photograph is a statement of the public
character, it foregrounds the qualities and the
status of the referent. The shadow is private, it
does not circulate, is not openly asserted, but
hidden, and neve r admittedly used. But both
tend to smooth away imperfections and somehow are, in their magical functioning, the result
of similar raping ges tures: ,,let me have you
(photographed) , let me catch/ get you on the
film" (Hai sii te prind).
There are moments and spaces that are
most propitious for taking photographs, for
using the shadow and for taking traces or measures . The best moments are connected with
daylight and with a certain position of the sun in
its progress. Propitious spaces vary with each element: the best location for the photograph-portrait is in the middle of the assets and goods that
testify to the status of the referent and contribute the building of his/her public image; in
the case of the shadow, the best space is th e
road, a space of passage, open and in no danger
of interfering with other shadows.5
Research done by ethnographers-photographers, anthropologists-photographers or eve n
amateur photographers ha s shown that traditional man wants to be granted possession of his
own photographic image, unaware, of course, of
the fa ct that the image can be multiplied. This
ca n be symbolically accounted for in terms of
primitive mentality, for which bodily integrity,
and everything it presupposes - body, soul and
the double - must on no account be fragmented
or done violence to, lest possible malefic influences should be made room for. This is why the
shadow must be kept safe, protected from measuring, stealing or stepping over, and the measure must always be carried with oneself; this is
also why the ,,height" of the dead person must
be buried with the coffin. In many traditional
cultures, using the double heedlessly or with evil
purposes triggers unhappiness for the real-life
model. The traditional man's fear of losing his

double throw s light on a subtle obse rvation
made, at the beginning of the century, by Carl
Lumholtz (1912): As a rule, the Papagoes have
the greatest abjection to the camera. They are not
afraid of it, but are intensely annoyed at the photographer's efforts, because in their opinion, part
of themselves will be taken away and will always remain behind after their death, causing
much disturbance to the departed, who in that
way will be, so to speak, only 3/4 complete in the
other life (apud Xoana, 1993, p.110).
The shadow, opposed as it is to light, and
which therefore can also be interpreted as neighbouring night, is a temporary and mutable double; the photograph - an image of a fleeting moment - also fades in time, and sometimes th e
image di sappears completely. From this point of
view, the shadow is as ephemeral as the moment when the picture is taken, but the photograph as an object, like the meas ure or the trace
of the shadow, are objects that make things stable and enduring, often beyond the life span of
the referent being.
If we consider the photographer to leave his
own trace in the image, we may say that, similarly to the one who steals someone else's shadow or trace, he becomes himself involved in
their magical usage; the author's mark, though
invisible, has its role to play, with all possible
consequences, either bad or good, that follow
from th e end these pieces are made to serve in
the guise of magical arsenal.

Oral Memory - a friendly chat with
loana Andreescu6 (August, 1999)
It happened about 20 years ago, it may have
been in the Stoene*ti commune, I'm not sure
though, I have to check my notes. They had been
building a new church for some time, but three of
its corners k ept crumbling down. The masons
saw it as a clear sign that three shadows should
be buried; yet, it being a church they were building, they were reluctant to steal them. I was told
this story in 1984, in the village Hurezani, Gorj
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county, by a 94 years old woman. I published the
account in Etudes et Documents Ballrnniques et
Mediterraneens, 10, Paris, 1986 (sous la redaction de Paul H. Stahl).7

*

In 1995 I heard a similar story ji-om Lica
Marinca ji-om Dobrifa: "In the village A lixeni of
the Stane§ti commune, there was a church; there
they took a man's height, the measure of his
shadow, and put it into the church wall, so that
it could be raised. It happened about 2 or 3 years
ago (!) They measured the man from head to toe
while he was sleeping, and so he knew nothing of
it. He was a relative of ours. He f ell ill, but he
only found out about the whole thing much later,
and that 's why he died, too. He passed off less
than a year after that, when he was about 50.
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He's laying in the monastery now. That's the custom: to take the measure of somebody's shadow
for the saintly abodes; that 's w hat Master
Manole did as well. But he walled up his wife in
.flesh and bones, for he had no other choice. It really happened, it truly did; if they still take measures, it means it's more than a mere ballad."

*
The village I was born in and where my family lived is called Stoina and it is part of the
Ciorani commune, in the Gorj county . I remember how, when I was ve1y young, grandmaAnica
was ve1y ill and grandpa Dinu hadfound a lover
in the village. It was the time when a new bigger
house was being built in our y ard, but one of its
comers kept crumbling down and the construction couldn't continue. Th e masons and my

loana's mother in her late years; photo very much admired by E. Cioran, especially for her ,,piano player fingers"
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grandpa decided to steal grandma 's shadow and
bwy it. They stealthily took her measure, I can 't
figure out how they could see her shadow, for she
never went out of her bed, but, any way, they
stole the measure her shadow and buried it in
the said corner. From that moment on, grandma
began to feel worse and worse, but did not die.
Seeing that the comer of the house had ceased
cnunbling, she realised that they had stolen her
shadow and I can still remember her telling
grandpa, ,, Why haven 't y ou killed me, at least
y ou could have spared me the pain .. . " The masons heard her and grew terrified at the thought
that the Lord might punish them. So they left one
room, the one placed at that comer of the house,
unfinished. A nd this is why I was always afraid
to go there and play, and no one would f eel at
ease when they entered that room, which, .finally, became a storing place for the coffins and
crosses of those in the family who were expecting
their deaths; the rest of the house knew the normal life of its people. My mother used to tell this
story, that 's why I remember it so faithfully.

*
You know that we were nine children born to
our parents and that, when Mother f elt very ill, I
would go home eve1y year to see her. I have always been her fa vourite daughter; she thought I
was the biightest and fairest of all. She loved one
of my photos; she cared about it so much and she
loved me so dearly that she decided to take the
photo with her in her grave when she was to die.
A mong th e things she ranged in her bundle for
the grave, which she started preparing many
years before the time came, she put my photo as
well. 1, who knew all about it, was partly glad
seeing that Mother loved me so much that she
wanted us to remain together even after her
death; but I was also worried, as one is bound to
be knowing that she is going to be taken down to
a grave, eve n though only by means of her
image. Every time I went there and dusted the
things in her bundle, I would take out the photo
as well and shy ly ask, ,,Are y ou sure y ou want
this photo in the coffin with y ou?" A nd Mother

would say yes, for I was so beautiful that she
wanted me with her. Yet at a certain moment,
about two y ears before her death, I believe she
thought it over and saw that something was not
right about taking the photo to the grave and
told me to keep it, lest my brothers should ruin it
after she would be gone. Ifelt relieved, took the
photo, which, frankly
speaking, does not seem
that beautiful to me,
and placed it on a chest
of dra we rs at home,
where I also keep the
f ew photos
Moth er
left after she died. Thus
I f eel we've stayed together, as she w ished
we would, I the y oung
person ji-om the photo
and she photographed
in her old age.

*

Joa na and her magic measure
It 's be en a long
time since two w01nen
from the village took
my measure, but neith er kne w what th e
other did . E ach took
my measure, said their
exorcisms and wrapped
the red thread around
this coin, which is not
a silver one, but this is
all they had. The)' said
that if I wanted to fare
well in this e I should
take great care of this
coin and never part with it. I keep one at my
place and cany the other in my wallet wherever
I go. (She shows it to me, it is indeed very intricately wrapped, with crossings and overlappings
which I wouldn't be able to make.) I had just
asked them to show me how it was done, I wanted to see for my self, but when I saw that they
had taken it seriously, I was afraid to give the
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measure to a collector, or to a museum. Since
I've been canying it with me, I've f elt, in a way,
more secure...

Epitaph: What we used to be, you are now,
and what we are, you will become.

*

These fan ciful stories, insta ntaneously activated from th e sentime ntal memory of my inte rlocutor only because we happe ned to be di scussing at a ce rtain mom ent about what ha s
bee n the constant subject of my concern lately,
are, most of them, traces left by immediate experience . The ethnologist' s curiosity triggered
the storage or wa s even the starting point of
some of these experiences. Later on, the effort of
reasoning over, exploring and analysing th e fa cts
caused the research er to become at a ce rtain
point trapped, in a ce rtain belief context: she forgot that the photograph remains a mere image as
long as th e beholder keeps at a di stance from it
- once inside the conte nt of th e im age, the latter
turns into personal reality and is perceived as
truth - and forgot that the power and value of
the magical acts lie precisely in the way the subject perce ives them; believing, she activated th e
impact of the double upon the model. This is
how an ordinary photograph, a red thread or an
earthen doll may indeed become a substitute for
the person , his/h e r double and even more than
that, they may establish a relationship of domination and dependence with their model, outide which the latter can no longe r exist. The ritual precaution of keeping the double in a safe
place and preventing its decay in order to make
sure that the model will be kept out of the reach
of the evil forces, may sometimes lend the photo
ty ranni cal powers, sin ce, on the one hand , once
see n as th e double it n ecess arily becomes a
taboo object, and , on the other hand, it is an object of su ch broad circulation and ubiquitous
presence.
In primitive societies, the obj ect and its
image were simply two physically distinct forms
of manifestation of the same energy, of the same
spirit. Hence, among other things, the effi cacy
of the image: the photograph becomes a magical
mean s of domination and possession, an extension of the model on which it eventually bestows

Out of the same curiosity, of wanting to see for
myself, I also ordered two charm dolls. One of
them, meant for black magic, has no fac e drawn,
but the other, the one
that represents me, has
painted ryes, nose and
mouth and softly
coloured cheeks. ThC)r
make them out of clay
taken ji-om the trace
of th e shado w. But
th ey made tho se for
mee, from rags left behind and pi eces of
w ood from an unkno w n tomb- cros s.
Th ey were handed to
loana' s magic double
me together with very
strict instru ctions: I
should on no account keep the stranger at my
place; if I did not want to destroy it, I had to take
it to a place far away ji-om me, lest it could hurt
me. But the good one had to be kept in the
house, in a clean place, head upwards, and to be
taken good care of lest it might fall or change its
place or be covered by other things in the house,
it had to left in peace. In order to persuade me,
thry told me that should th e house bum down,
th e .first thing to be saved was the doll, f or if it
fared well, I would be safe too. T11hen I was in
Paris, I left the stranger in custody with a ji-iend
of 1nine, because I resented having to destroy it,
and I placed the good one on the upper shelf of a
wardrobe, a spot out my normal reach. Of course
one cannot really believe all these stories, but if
thry say one should do all this, one had better be
weary of possible mistakes.
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importance and status. Photographier les gens,

... c'est les transformer en choses que l'on peut
posseder de fa<;on sy mbolique (Susan Sontag,
1982, p. 28).
Taking hold of a photograph, we become the
possessors of the substitute of a loved object, we
go through an event in which we haven't taken
part, we have access to information outside the
scope of our own existence.
Eventually, although a newcomer to human
consciousness, the photograph subsumes and
fu ses all the symbolic qualities of the other
forms of the double analysed here:
1. It is a shadow, the shadow left on a film by
a human being standing in the light and in a certain angle;
2. Just as the photograph does not exist as
such except as long as one keeps outside its borders, one cannot enter one's own shadow; it
would be a dangerous thing to do: it would be a
direct threat addressed to the being; at midday
one is dressed up , so to speak, in one's own
shadow, which becomes thus invisible, so one is
then both here and ,,there", in an ambiguous
and vulnerable position;
3. The photograph is a shadow with a fa ce,
but a lifeless fa ce, frozen in one position once
and for all - unless it fades away in time - whose
express ion, a grimace actually for the la ck of
change, speaks about the past, about things that
are already ,,dead";
4. The photograph is an autonomous shadow, which has become, in a somewhat mysterious and magically unacceptable way, torn apart
from its model;
5. The photograph is, at the sa me time, a
trace, the material mark of the existence of the
model, with his/her own visual perspective; In

Bhatisuda, photography never seems to merely
duplicate the every day world, but is, rather,
prized fo r its capacity to make traces of persons
endure, and to construct the world in a more perf ect form than is possible to achieve in the hectic
flo w of the everyday (Pinney, 1997, p. 149).
6. The photograph may as well be seen and

used as a measure, since its bidimensionality and
reduced size make it easily portable, always
handy;
7. The trace of the shadow, or its measure,
make it material just like the photograph.
8. Finally, there is always a synchronic relationship among reality, the photograph and the
shadow.

*
If, while looking at a shadow or an image,
one wants to see the object, one destroys th e
magic and power of the double. The sin of the
trapped ethnologist is to have become interested,
at a certain point, only in the forms of the double, as separate from their model, and was thus
lost in the mystery.
But who is not cautious with the photograph,
who cannot feel its ambiguous status, of both
representation and trace, of both antidote to
death and proof of that death? The cynical Man
Ray once remarked the magi cal power of the
photograph which, for him, represented a magical object; in a filmed interview, he said that if
you destroyed the image of someone you once
loved and who deserted you, it's like killing that
person. Similarly, for the Romanian rural mentality, burying the measure of the shadow is like
entering it in a grave, and walling it up is like
sacrificing it.
Modern man, living in a secularised world, in
an age deprived of certainties, needs magi c, or
apparently non-committing ges tures, which
might nevertheless satisfy his need of spirituality. One can often see today people speaking to a
photograph, addressing themselves to the represented person, living events in which they did
not take part directly, but which can be reconstituted out of the photograph, falling in love
with faces they have never seen, carrying with
them the photos of their children, so that they
may be seen and protected; there are few people
who dare - today, in a consumerist age! - to
throw away a photograph without fearing or expecting eventual effects. It may be that most attics and lumber rooms nowadays are packed with
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boxes full of old photos, whose referent can no
longer be identified, but which are left there, decaying, until they are, possibly, burnt, lest the
following generations should put them to random use.

The photographic image is a surface invested
with magical signification, which can solve conflicts or crises which come down as inheritan ce
from older times, and which often fill the painfuJ
gap left behind by the loss of a beloved one.

In 1997, Mathieu, my neph ew from Belgium
died al th e age of 6. I had p ersonally met him
one year before, at an exhibition 01ganised by the
Museum of the Romanian Peasant in Traignes.
He spoke little Romanian, was extreniely obeying, yet always under his grandmoth er's surveillance: ,,Don't climb up that stair, or you might
fall; don 't nm too fast, or you might stumble and
fall; don't jump, or you might break your leg." I
reme1nber thinking then, as a Romanian, and
not as an ethnologis t, about the power of the
words and that too many a gloomy foretelling
might, God forbid , become real. One year later I
found out that Mathieu had been trodden over
by a car. Any death of a child is seen as a teni-

ble injustice, as something against nature, but his
death seemed unbelievable, precisely because he
had been taken such good care of I received a
written announcement of his death together with
a photo of his. I looked at it and f elt its power. I
knew then I had to always can )' it with me, so
that I could prevent it that Mathieu might be lost
again. The shot sho wed Mathieu ''flying" from
the balcony railing, within the very heart of an
umbrella. I ca refully placed the photo into my
wallet and never since ha ve I ceased thinking of
the symbolic and magical power of the photographic portrait, of the shadow, the trace and the
measure...
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Notes

1. For the world 's traditional cultures, the relationship with the shadow presupposes similar pro- and
pre-scriptions. Ch in ese immortals do not cast shadows on the surface of the ea rth, the ghosts have neither shadows nor looking-glass reflections, Romanian
hermits do not leave impressions on photographic
film. In Romanian villages people are afraid of any
decrease in the size of the shadow: the most vulnerable moment is th e midday, wh en the perso n and
hi s/her shadow overlap and so become one again,
the double is immersed into th e being. Romanian
philosopher Lucian Blaga once wrote: ,,When we die,
we do nothing but retreat into our own shadow."
Standing und er th e sun at its climactic point - the
ce ntral, solstice-like positioning was called by the
Chinese the ,,i mperial position". The shadowless
hour, for the Ch inese again, is the ,,hour of inner
peace". For the Buddhists the shadow is the only realit)' of all phenomena. In Africa the shadow is the seco nd nature of things, connected with death. In the
realm of ,,the beyond", one feeds on the shadows of
th ings and lives a shadow's life. Canadian Indians believe that when one dies, one's shadow remains by
one's grave, while the soul ascends to Heaven - that
is, for them , the shadow is more attached to the material body than to the soul. If the soul returns and
unites with th e shadow, the man is reborn to li ve a
second life. The Iakuts forbid their children to play
with their shadows, and the Tunguses beware of stepping on somebody's shadow, for fear they might deprive him/her of their might. The Christians believe
that he who sells his soul to th e Devil is also divested
of hi s/her shadow: he/she no longer has a shadow
because he/s he no longer ha s being. Th e Indians
from South America use the same word to designate
the sou l, th e shadow and th e image. In No rth
Siberia, in order to hunt an animal, there mu st be
so meo ne close to yo u who catches its shadow.
The lack of shadow can be due to three motives:
the lack of light, midday, or the object/being's lack of
consiste ncy. For symbolic mentalities, th e la ck of
consistency may also be the result of an extre me purification of the body (the case of the Romanian hermits) or of an otherworldly origin (the case of the
ghosts).
In psychoanalytical term s, the shadow is what
co nsciousness hides, its malefi c tend encies. It will surface in dreams, as a reflection of the uncon scious ID.

2. In Romanian traditional culture, the trace is conceived as a part of the double, a part standing symbolically for the whole. This explains it why a pregnant woman who happens to step on the traces left
by a wolf is sa id to be in danger of giving birth to a
baby with a wolfs mouth or neck; this also accounts
for the fear of and magical precautions against the
traces left by the Iele (wicked fairies); and this is also
why the charm-d olls (for tying - strina, striina / the
stranger/ and for untying) are made of earth taken
from the trace left by the perso n at whom the charm
is directed or from the trace of his/her shadow.
3. In Romanian magical-symbolic mentality the measure is seen as another form of man's double.
The dead person is measured from top to bottom
with the aid of a cotton thread which will then be
used as the wick of a candle of the same length - the
dead person's height (statul) - which is curled up to
make a circle and placed on th e dead person's chest,
where it will burn to its end during wake days; this is
how the earthly fate of the deceased person will reach
its termination point, so that he/she should not go
on to haunt the world of the living.
The measure of the living person is a red thread
or rope - if it is meant to be of good omen, or a black
one - if it is used for black magic purposes; it is
wrapped up around a silver co in, in an intricate combination of crosses. The measure of the living person
is taken as he/she stands facing East and in two directions: from top to bottom and crosswise, along the
spread arms. Th e one whose measure has bee n taken
and invested with protective powers ha s to ca rry it
with him/ her day and night.
It is not only the trace of the shadow that acquires symbolic significance, but also th e measure of
the shadow: the thread with which one's shadow has
been measured ca n be buried in the foundation or
walls of the buildings which cru sh down during construction. Th e measure of the shadow being sacrificed, the fate of that person will also change to afflict
him/ her with a sudd en illnes or even with death .
4. The symbolic interpretation of the contemporary
habit of carrying with oneself the picture of one's children , lover or family, in one's wallet or even in a
fram e at one's office, is similar to the one given to
traditional mentalit)' which req uires that one should
not part with one's own measure, since only by pro-
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tecting the double, the being can be protected as well.
5. For instance, traditional Romanian mentality forbids sleep ing in the shadow of the nut-tree - symbolically a hybrid stance which Divinity will punish with
death.
6. Ioana Andreescu, a distinguished French ethnologist of Romanian origin, author, among other works,
of Mourir a l'ombre des Carpathes, 1986, Paris,
Payot, and Ou sont les vampires?, 1997, Paris, Payot,
returns regularly to her birthplace in Romania, the
Oltenia region , for fi eld research and visits to her
fri ends.
7. ,,While working to raise a house, they take the
measure of a man or of a woman and put it into the
walls. They say the measure turns into a woman. And
she becomes a ghost. When you know the ghost is inside the wall, you leave some food there. The se rvant
woman of the Mutulestis, the boyard family, would
leave the food and then cOLJd not find it. She didn 't
know that they put it into the wall. - Why putting it
into the wall? - So that the wall could stand and not
fall down. When th e Mutulestis and my father raised
the church, there were three women working with
th e masons, who came from Cra iova. We would cook
for them. It wa s about 12 or 15 years ago . Th ey
would put them inside the walls, th e three women,
and wall them up . Then they would let them out and
take their measure from head to toe. And th ey put
the threads they used to measure them at the corner
of the wall and laid the bricks so as to interfe re with
th e threads. - Did you see all this? - Yes, I did . They
did it to mal(e th e church walls endure. - But since
they took their measure, didn 't they turn into ghosts?
- No, they didn't, they were still wom en, they didn't
turn into anything. They may have become ghosts,
for all I know, but it never happened when a church
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was raised. They were th e masons' wives. Th ey knew
th eir measures were being taken, to help th e crumbling church stand. You could here voices singing
from the wall: Manole, Manole,/ The walls are clutching me tight,/ My baby-girl will never see th e light.
That was the church we built here, in the Mutulesti
estate. - That's the church they were walled up into?
- They only pretended to wall them up , but they
didn't really. They would lay th e bricks around them
in such a way that the women co uld then get out of
the wall and desce nd. And the wall stood. You could
here them, Manole, Manole ... I went there to listen to
them myself. And they would stay there and the maso ns were working to raise the walls, as you can see
th em now. Th ey were saying, Manole, Manole, so
that the wall could sta nd, and neve r fall down again.
- Did yo u hear them yo urseli? - Yes, the three of
them, I did. Each in a different corner. Once th ey
had finished one corner, they took the woman out of
it an d put her down. The wall was rai sed until it
reached her neck. Then the masons took her out and
laid her on the ground, so that she co uld rest. She
was weak and dizzy. Then they started to raise anoth er corn er, and did the whole thing again. I can still
remember all that. I wa s 12 while in Hurezeni. They
were Romanians from Cra iova - jolly good fellows
they were. And their wives were in th e masonry as
well. My father and the Mutulestis did the church, so
we wanted to do the house. Father sa id that was the
house too. It served us both as church and as home.
He cut a kid, some fowls. A glass of oil, a candlestick
and some incense were put near the wall. As the wall
was being raised , the candlestick and th e incense
were burning nea r the corne rs. Th ey would put a
glass of oil with a ca ndlestick at each corner. First
the measure wa s taken and then the threa d wa s
walled up along the whole height of th e wall. And so
the measure remained walled up . - Weren't they
afraid they might die? - No, they weren't."
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